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The #1 New York Times bestselling team behind Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site returns

with the sounds of a construction site as it powers down and says goodnight! Lightly abridged and

revised from the original text, this playful board book includes a sound bar with 5 soundsâ€”crunch,

vroom, beep, yawn, snoreâ€”that bring interactive fun to the setting of the hit picture book.
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I was so excited they were making a board book, since my 10 month old likes to rip pages. I am

disappointed that it is not the full book. It only has 12 pages vs 32 pages from the original. When I

pre-ordered this book, I didn't see any listed information. It is cute but the sounds are loud. I just

wish it contained more pages from the original.

Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site is my go-to for all birthday party presents. It's incredible. So

I was thrilled when I saw the sound book. You know how kids are, if it lights up or makes crazy

sounds THEY LOVE IT.The sounds are really cute. The yawn is my favorite. And it's great that the

sounds correspond to moments in the book. All in all, such a cute sound book for kids who like

interactive reading.Here's a cute video of my little guy enjoying it. It gives you a sense of the sound



effects.

This is our toddler's favorite book. It's in his bedtime story rotation (the hardcover/paper version).

We got it for him last Christmas in a gift set with some CAT tractors. He LOVED it all so much and

still does a year later. While browsing through books at Target last week, he noticed this one and

was really excited since he recognized the cover. As you read the story, it has a picture for the

corresponding button so the sounds and noises fit in perfectly. It's easy enough that he was able to

do it very well on his own and he LOVED it! It was so fun for him to "help" with the story since he

can't quite read yet. He asked if we could please bring the book home but we put it back on the

shelf. Little does he know, we got it for him for one of his gifts this year. We thought it would be

perfect because we can actually sit side by side and he can follow along with his book while we

read the big one. This one is also a board book so much safer for toddlers. I'm excited for story time

once he opens his gift. He is going to be super excited!

My grandson LOVES the paper book and so I thought he would enjoy this board book. He does like

the sounds and the pictures but it is not the complete story and he misses some of the words. I think

this would be a great choice for a toddler if they had not seen the full paper version first.

I love this book! Adorable story, and the sounds make it better! My 10 month old gets bored easily

when you read to him. the sounds keep him interested and he will sit through the entire book. in

soon as he starts getting bored you just push the sound and he's interested again!

My sons are huge fans of Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site! This book was really exciting for

my boys and has earned a standing spot in our bedtime routine. The buttons make it so fun for my

three year old and makes him feel like he is actually "reading" the book. The sounds actually layer

onto each other and make it realistic and fun. You do lose some of the lovely cadence to the book

by inserting the sounds but I'm the only one that misses the flow of the book. My boys just like the

fun that the buttons and sounds add to this great story.

My kid loves this book! Having a kid that is obsessed with construction vehicles I was looking for

something that would be perfect for bedtime and this did the trick. The pictures in the book keep him

interested and the sounds just add to that. It had made story time at bed that much more fun!



A great book to for toddlers who can join in the reading by pressing the images and making the

sounds. An even better book for early readers who can read along and create sound effects to go

along with the words and images. An interactive alternative to Goodnight Moon.
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